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Abstract

This article provides a specification of the reason-
lug processes that guide communicative actions
of agents towards a potential cooperation. For
this purpose we develop a formal theory with an
internal perspective, which enables us to iden-
tify the key data structures and specify the rela-
tionships between them. The reasoning processes
are described in terms of beliefs, desires and in-
tentions of individual agents. The logical model
of these attitudes are used to formally define a
number of important states including agent to
agent commitments. The reasoning processes are
in essence the transitions through these states,
specified by a set d rules as part of our specilica-
tion language. As a result of these processes, an
agent may adopt goals to communicate. These
goals are fed back into the reasoning process to
find appropriate communication plans that fulfiU
them. Our approach is pragmatic since it enables
a direct coup]lug of the theoretical concepts to an
implementable model.

Introduction
Cooperative problem solving is considered as an im-
portant aspect in multi-agent systems. Many studies
in this topic have identified ~oint intentions as the men-
tal component that causes the cooperative activity of
a group of agents. The existing theories have largely
characterised such joint attitudes from an observer’s
perspective (e~ternal perspective) (e.g., (Levesque, 
hen, & Nunes 1990), (Singh 1991)). These approaches
have aimed at developing theories about agents, rather
than models that can be used by agents (Wooldridge/~
Jennings 1994). Therefore, they do not provide much
insight into the design and implementation of reason-
ing.processes of individual agents. For this purpose, we
take an internal perspective; describing the formalisms
from the perspective of individual agents on their own
mental states, their environment and the other agents.
This approach is more pragmatic, since internal theo-
ries typically identify the key data structures and de-
scribe the relationship between them. Therefore, cou-
pling of the theory to the resulting design concepts is

more straightforward.
The formal specification language is largely identical

to the BDI model for single si~unted agents in (tL~o 
Georgeff 1991), but extends it to agents in multi-agent
systems. Following their concept of situated agents,
we adopt the view that agent-oriented reasoning can
be expressed by the triple "chance -/- choice -I- commif-
menf’ (I~o & Georgeff 1993). While chances refer to
possible future states of the environment, choices cor-
respond to the decisions an agent makes based on what
it believes to be possible and desires to bring about.
Commitment then expresses when an agent pursues a
chosen course of action and under ~ohat conditions it
should give up its persistent to those choices. This
view forms the fundamental concept behind reason-
ing about choosing appropriate communication acts
which we view as part of the means-ends reasonin§
process. This process involves reasoning about appro-
priate means (plans) of achieving some desired ends
(goals). A complete treatment of our formal frame-
work will not be provided in this article. The formal
syntax and semantics of the language and its properties
can be found in a forthcoming thesis (Haddadi 1995).

Next section gives an informal description of our
agent specification language. This language is used to
describe a number of key constructs that take part in
the means-end reasoning process of an agent. This pro-
cess is then specified in a set of rules which characterise
under which conditions individual and agent to agent
commitments may be formed and revised. Aa part of
this process, a subset of these rules specify an agent’s
reasoning about communication. Finally, a discussion
and the future directions of this work is provided.

The Logical Framework
The language of formulations is a first-order, multi-
modal, branching-time logic (a first-order variant of
CTL* (Emerson 1990)). The world is modelled 
a time tree with a single past and a branching fu-
ture. Two types of formulae can be expressed in a
world: state [ormnla which is evaluated at a specific
time point, and path formula which is evaluated over a
specific path (sequence of time points). The formulae
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of the language are constructed using the usual oper-
ators of first-order logic: -~, A, V, =~, =, 3,V; the tem-
poral operators: O (next), O (eventually), and [] 
ways), which operate over state and path formulae;
and the path operators E (optional) and A (inevitable)
of branching time logic.

Each agent is capable of performing a number of
actions. These actions axe structured into plans,
each aimed at achieving a certain state of affairs.
Every agent is assumed to have a library of pro-
compiled plans. The constructs operating on actions
and plans are informally defined as follows: (Does z p)
states agent z’s attempt in executing plan p next.
(Achieved z ~) and (Achieves z 9~) denote past 
cessful and future attempt of agent z in achieving ~.
(Has_Plan z p ~) states, z has a plan p in its plan
library that if executed successfully, would achieve ~.

Beliefs, desires and intentions of an agent are re-
spectively modelled by associating a set of belief-,
desire- and intention-accessible worlds to each situa-
tion. These worlds refer to the worlds that an agent
believes to be possible, desires to bring about, or com-
mits ¯ to achieve. We distinguish goals from desires in
two ways: (i) goals are chosen desires of an agent that
are consistent; and (ii) the agent should believe that
the goal is achievable. A full account of modelling of
these attitudes, together with their properties may be
found in (Rao ~ Georgeff 1991). The two most impor-
tant axioms related to our work are: (i) belief-goal com-
patibilitvj axiom which states that if an agent adopts an
option as a goal, it must believe that it is possible to
achieve that option1:

Axiom 1 (GOAL z ,p) =~ (BEL z ~).

And (ii) goal-intention compatibihty axiom which
states that if an agent commits to an option, this op-
tion must be one of its goals.

Axiom 2 (INTEND z ~) =~ (GOAL z 

The following abbreviation is introduced to express
that an agent either believes that a formula ~ holds, or
that it believes that it does not hold2, in other words,
it has a belief about the value of ~:

Definition 1 (Aware z fp) ~----! (BEL z ~o) V (BEL z "-~p).

Finally, the operator B is a variant of the before
operator in temporal logic, meaning that if sometime
in the future ~ holds, ~b will hold before ~ holds:

Definition 2 ¢ B ~ 4! O~ =~ O(¢ ̂  O~).

1R~kG (Rao & Georgeff 1991) define the well-formed
formulae that contain no positive occurrences of ’inevitable’
(A) outside the scope of the modal operators HI=L, GOAL,
or INTI:ND O-Jormulae. In all the formulae in this article,
if applicable, formula ~o is an O-formula.

2 Note that this is not be confused with the the general
logics of’ awareness’ in the literature, which involve logics of
implicit and explicit beliefs (see (Fagin ~ Halpern 1985)).
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Means-Ends Reasoning
Expressing the means-end reasoning process in

terms of the interplay of chance, choice and commfl-
ment, means to an end may be decided to be carried
out individually- as with individual task achievement
in single-agent systems- or cooperatively. In the con-
text of individual task achievement we are only con-
cerned with commitment to the choice of plan of ac-
tions, i.e., individual intention to carry out a plan.
In terms of cooperative activity, in this article we re-
strict our attention to task delegation and task adop-
tion. In simplest form, task delegation refers to dele-
gation of achievement of a task to another agent, and
task adoption refers to adoption of achievement of an-
other agent’s task. Agents may engage in communica-
tion and possibly negotiation in order to come to some
sort of agreement about each other’s attitude towards
a possible cooperation. But cooperation would only
commence if the two agents have agreed on the terms
of cooperation, believe that they both wish to coop-
erate and make a commitment. Hence here we are in
addition concerned with agent to agent commitments.

From a pragmatic point of view, specification of com-
mitments would have to explicitly address the following
issues:
¯ The semantics of intentions including the conditions

an agent is committed to maintain, (maintenance
conditions),

¯ The conditions which lead to the formation of com-
mitments, (formation conditions), and

¯ The conditions under which a commitment must be
re-evaiuated, (revision conditions).

An extra requirement that may or may not be di-
rectly associates with a commitment is the specifica-
tion of what an agent should do once it gives up a
commitment (Wooldridge & Jennings 1994), which will
not be dealt with in this article. The approach in (Co-
hen ~ Levesque 1990) and formalisms based on this
approach (e.g., (Levesque, Cohen, & Nunes 1990) 
(Wooldridge ~ Jennings 1994)) integrate these condi-
tions in the semantics of intentions. From the practical
point of view this is problematic, since one cannot say
when an agent has an intention per so. One have to
state in advance under what conditions they should be
revised and in case of (Wooldridge & Jennings 1994),
for each specific commitment what the agent should do
once it gives up that commitment. This would be satis-
factory if these conditions could be generalised. With
respect to individual intentions to act, the specifica-
tion of these conditions is related to certain strategies
that an agent must follow, and succesaful strategies can
only be outlined with respect to the requirement of the
application in question. With respect to commitments
of agents to engage in a cooperative activity, specifica-
tion of these conditions is also dependent on the macro
aspects of the system, such as norms, conventions and
laws of the "society" or the organisation in which the
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Task Delegation Task Adoption
(GOAL = O~) ^ ¯ (BEL y (GOAL z O~)) 

(PfCd z !/W ~b) 4~!
-,(Willing y ~o) 
(GOAL ¯ E(~ ~ ~)) (PrC~ ~ z ~ ,p) d.j (GOAL U E(~b S ~)) 
(GOAL z E(Achieves y ~b)) 

= (GOAL ¥ E(Achievea y ~)) 
. "~(BEL y "~(Pre-commitd z y ~b)) 

(Pre_commitdzy~o)~’$ [ PfCd’yW)^]

. -(BEL z "~(Pre.commita y z ~)) 
des [ (PfC.~/x~)A 

= (Want z y ~) (Pre.commita ~/~: ~o) -- (Willing y "

(Commitd z y ~0) d__.! (INTEND z E(Achieves ~ ~))) ^ 
(BEL z O(INTEND V E(Achieves V ~0)))J [ (INTEND, E(Achieves, ~o)) ]

(CommitL y ~ ~0) d_e_! (BEL I/O(INTEND z E(Achieves V ~0))) 

Figure I: Formal definition of the main reasoning constructs

agents are operating. Therefore, for practical purposes
we would require to disentangle these issues and iden-
tify what could be defined and specified in general and
what is needed to be specified as part of the application
in question.

Another problem is a technical one. Many ap-
proaches to defining joint intentions rely on the recur-
sive notion of mutual beliefs. Under certain circum-
stances such a mutual state of affairs may not be at-
tainable in practice (e.g., the coordinated attack prob-
lem (Halpern & Moses 1985)). To attain a state 
mutual belief such that eventually the agents involved
would indeed act on their committed terms, certain
conventions must be established (Singh 1991).

In this article we aim at a more pragmatic approach
and start with introducing a convention and developing
our theory within the framework of this convention.

Convention: Once a potential for cooperation is de-
tected, the negotiation process commences. After a
series of negotiation steps, eventually one of the ne-
gotiating parties (say agent z) finalises its terms 
cooperation by making a pre-commitment, and com-
municates this to the other agent (say agent y). This
finalisation marks the last steps of negotiation, that
is, agent y now must either make a commitment or
else opt out. We require that if y agrees on the final
terms then it commits to z on the agreed terms and
communicates this to z, after which pre-commitment
of x becomes a full commitment.

Our theory models this process in terms of three
reasoning constructs: potential for cooperation, pre-
commitment and commitment of agents to one another.
These constructs will be formally defined and their
properties including their formation and revision con-
ditions will be specified.

Definitions

The reasoning constructs axe defined in terms of be-
liefs, goals and intentions of individual agents. While
goals represent choices that an agent believes to be
possible in the current situation, intentions represent
commitment to some of these choices. Therefore, be-
fore forming an intention, an agent has to deliberate on
the choices available to it. For individual intentions to
act, these choices typically correspond to the choice of
actions or plans to achieve certain goals. For agent to

agent commitment, these choices also include a poten-
tial cooperating partner. The final decision on these
choices are respectively represented by the following
decision constructs.

¯ (Willing y ~) denotes that agent y has chosen a plan
that if executed successfully would achieve ~.

¯ (Want z y ~) denotes that agent z has chosen agent
y to be the actor of achieving ~.

These constructs will not be defined in our general
theory, since their value should be evaluated by some
deliberation procedures that need to be defined aa part
of the theory of the application in question. However,
there are some restrictions imposed on them as will be
outlines later (see Axioms 4 and 5).

In the remainder of this article, we take the sim-
ple scenario of an agent z’s attempt in delegating the
achievement of one of its goals to another agent y, and
an agent y’s attempt in adopting the achievement of
another agent’s (here z’s) goal. It is also important 
note that hereafter in all the formulae involving agents
z and y, y ~ z.

Since we take an internal perspective, the three rea-
soning constructs potential for cooperation (PfC), pre-
commitment and commitment of two agents are de-
fined once in the context of task delegation (agent z’s
perspective) and once in the context of task adoption
(agent y’s perspective). To distinguish the two, the
corresponding operators have either the subscript ’d’
(for delegation), or ’a’ (for _adoption). The formal 
inition of these states is given in Figure 1. In the con-
text of task delegation, these constructs are defined
informally as follows:

- Agent _z sees a potential for cooperation with agent __y
with respect to its goal state ~, such that y achieves
at least 4, if (i) z has ~ as a goal, (ii) z is 
willing to achieve ~ individually, (iii) z believes that
one way of achieving ~ is first to achieve 4, and has

as a subgoal, (iv) z has it as a goal that y achieves
at least 4. and (v) up to now, z does not have any
belief that y would disagree with these terms.

- Agent z_ is pre-committed to agent __y such that y
achieves ~, if (i) z sees a potential for cooperation
with y such that y achieves ~;s, and (ii) z wants that

3The representation (PfCd z y ~) is used as a short form
for (PfCd z y ~ ~). Similarly for PfCa.
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y achieves ~.
- Agent z is committed to agent _y achieving ~ if, (i) 

has committed to the choice ofy achieving ~, and (ii)
z believes that y will eventually commit to achieving

In the context of task adoption, these constructs are
defined analogously, as formally defined in Figure 1.
The definition of agent to agent commitment provided
a separate "semantics" including the maintenance con-
ditions discussed earlier.

Axioms and Theorems
Due to the limited space, only some of the more im-
portant axioms and theorems of our theory will be out-
lined¯ A complete analysis may be found in (Haddadi
1995).

The first theorem below (derivable from our formal
framework) captures the fact that if an agent ha~ a goal
to achieve ~ individually, then it must have a plan in
its plan library which if executed successfully would
achieve that goal, and has it as a goal to carry out
that plan (similarly for intentions):
Theorem 1

(GOAL z E(Achieves ~)) =~
[ (BEt z (Has_Plan p ~)) A 13p .̄ (GOAL z E(Does z p)) j "

An important property of intentions is that they
should move an agent to act. Under the assumption
that an agent can only perform one action at a time,
the following axiom ensures that an agent executes an
action next, if it intends inevitably to execute that ac-
tion. Note that if this action is intended optionally,
then at the time of execution the agent must deliber-
ate and choose one action in order to act intentionally.

Axiom 3 (INTEND z AO(Doe$ z c~)) =~ AO(Does 

Since the decision constructs Willing and Want ex-
press certain decisions that an agent makes on the
choices available and possible to it, the following two
axioms are introduced to ensure that these decisions
axe indeed made on the choices that an agent has as a
goal.

Axiom 4 (Willing y ~) =~ (GOAL y E(Achieves y 

Axiom 5 (Want z y ~) =*. (GOAL z E(Achieves y ~)).

Furthermore we require that if an agent chooses to
achieve a goal individually, it has a plan and chooses
to carry out that plan in order to achieve that goal:

Axiom 6 (Want y y ¢p) ¢~ (Willing ~)

As was stated earlier, the common definition of joint
intentions relies on the recursive definition of mutual
beliefs, according to which agent z would only make a
commitment to agent y, if it believes that y is also com-
mitted and believes that y believes that z is already
committed and so on. Similarly for y. Therefore, it is
questionable if the two agents ever end up making a
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commitment. Our convention makes use of a weaker
condition: if an agent is pre-committed and believes
that the other agent is also pre-committed, then it will
make a commitment. This is expressed in Axiom T4.

Axiom ?

[ (Pre-c°mmitd r y ~) ](BEL z Pre_commita y = ~)) ¢~ C)(Cornrnitd r t/~o).

This axiom specifies under what conditions an agent
makes a commitment (next) (formation condition).
Because this is an equivalence relation, it also states
that whenever any of the conditions that originally led
to the formation of the commitment no longer hold,
the agent should drop its commitment. Therefore,
this axiom also specifies some general revision condi-
tions. But we still require to impose the restriction
that if an agent is committed now, it must also be
pre-committed. This is to ensure that if the condi-
tions that led to its commitment are no longer true,
the agent does not maintain the conditions to which it
was committed¯ This is captured in the next axiom5.

Axiom 8 (Commitd z y ¢p) =~ (Pre_commitd z y ~).

One important theorem derivable from our model is
Theorem 2, which states: as long as an agent is com-
mitted to the other agent and believes that the other
agent is at least pre-committed, then it will believe
that the other agent is either already committed, or
will eventually make a commitmente.

Theorem 2

[ (C°mmitd z y ~p) ](BEL ~. (Pre_commita y z ~)) 
(BEL z O(Commita y z ~)).

Finally, Theorem 3 captures the fact that if an agent
has made a pre-commitment but comes to believe that
the other agent will never make a commitment, then it
will also not make a commitment, (i.e., drop its com-
mitment in case it is already committed).

Theorem 3

[ (BELz(BEL~/(Pre-commitdzY~)))^]
(BEL z -~O(Commita y z V*) =~

C)-~(Commitd z y ~).

Therefore the definitions, the axioms and the result-
ing theorems specified the three issues associated with
commitment, namely, maintenance, formation and re-
vision conditions.

4Because of the space restrictions we will only outline
the axioms in the context of task delegation.

5Axiom 8 is consistent with the goal-intention compat-
ibility axiom, i.e.,
(INTEND z E(Achieves y ~)) =~ (GOAL z E(Achieves y 

eThis theorem is not immediately obvious, but because
of space restrictions it cannot be appropriately dealt with
in this article
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Specification of Means-end Reasoning

The means-end reasoning process is modelled in terms
of temporal state transitions. These transitions are
specified in a set of rules. According to the conditions
that hold in a given state, a rule specifies the next valid
state to which the transition must proceed:

Definition 3 ~, , ~ ~! AO(~o ¢~ O~).

That is, whenever the process is in a state in which
holds, it should proceed to a next state in which

holds. This is similar to the specification of liveness
properties of concurrent programs (Manna & Pnneli
1984), which is of the form (~ =~ O~b) where ~ 
are past formulas. The difference is that since by these
rules we aim to specify both the formation conditions
and some of the general revision conditions, we use the
equivalence relation instead of the ’implies’ operator.

Formation of Commitments

The formation and some of the general revision condi-
tions associated with agent to agent commitments were
already specified in Axiom 7 (which is in any case in
the form of our specification rules). But we still need
to specify the formation and revision conditions for in-
dividual intentions to act:

w. (~ # y) 

](GOAL y E(Achievesy ~p)) ’ ’
(Willing y ~)

(INTEND y E(Achieves y cp)).

According to this rule, an agent forms and maintains
its commitment to achieve ~ individually iff: (i) it has
not pre-committed itself to another agent to adopt and
achieve ~, (ii) has it as a goal to achieve ~ individually,
and (iii) is willing to achieve ~ individually. The first
condition is to distinguish the formation of intention
to act in the context of individual task achievement,
from that formed as a result of task adoption, that is,
it ensures that if y has made a pre-commitment, it does
not intend to act for it before both agents have made
a commitment.

Formation of Goals To Communicate

By communication the agents can update their belief
about whether, when and how they wish to cooperate.
Having in mind that we take an internal perspective,
an agent’s goal to communicate is directed towards two
objectives: (i) update of the other agent’s belief, about
its own attitude towards a possible cooperation; and
(ii) update of its own belief about the other agent’s
attitude. These goals axe of the form (GOAL z 6),
where 5 = p A (Does z 7?), p denoting the first

!2
(Pre_commitd # y ~o) ^ ]

-(Aware = (Pre-commit8 y z ~o ~)) 
(BEL ffi .(Aware y (Pre.commitd x y ~)))
-- (BEL y (Pre.commitd z y ~))

q’2 -- (Pre.commit~ ¥ x ~o @)

(Commitd ~ y ~) 
](BEL z .(Aware y (Commitd z y (p)))

P3 = (BEL y (Commitd ~: y ~)) "fz ---- true

(BEL = (PfC~ ~ ~ ~o)) 

) 

Yp . (Contributes p ~o ~) 
-~(Pre_commitd ¯ y ~) 
(BEL ~ -(Aware y -~(Pre.commitd z ~ ~)))

[ Vp.(Contributesp~o.)^ 04 = (BEL y -~(Pre.commit d ~ y ~b) )
?~ = true

Figure 2: Communciation Rules: Task Delegation

objective, (Does z 7?) the second objectivez and z is
either of agents z or y, depending on which agent’s
goal is being expressed.

In the context of task delegation the formation of
some of these goals is specified in figure 2. For in-
stance, based on our convention, in attempt to dele-
gate the achievement of a goal ~ (or part of it 4) 
another agent, four possible goals are identified: ~I
is formed when z detects a potential for cooperation
with y, which initiates negotiation; ~ is formed when
z has pre-committed to y achieving ~, which finalises
the negotiation process, prompting y for a commitment
or opting out; 63 is formed when z has made a com-
mitment (as the response to y’s pre-commitment), and
according to our convention should communicate this
to y; finally ~4 is formed when z does not wish to co-
operate with y. There are also analogous rules in the
context of task adoption which have not been included
here.

Active Communication

Upon adopting a goal to communicate, an agent has
to enter another round of means-end reasoning in or-
der to find an appropriate plan that if executed suc-
cessfully would achieve that goal. Among the plans
in the plan library of aa agent, there are a number
of so called primitive communication plans that either
consist of a send action (i.e., {send(msg)}), or the se-
quence of actions ’send and wait until receive’ (i.e.,
(send(msgl);true,;recei~e(msg2)}). Primitive plans
are distinguished by the message type of the message
to be sent.

ZHaving the goal of (Does z 7~?), expresses the fact that
agent z has it as a goal to execute a plan in order to find
out if ~i (a fact about the other agent) holds.
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(GOA.L. AL.
*~... ==°

~ornmand: : Reject~ : Demand : Reject : :Request!
t ....... ~ : ......... " ......... ! ........ : ! .........

Figure 3: Demonstration

Sending and receiving messages are taken to be
primitive actionss. Roughly, a message consists of a
sender, a receiver, a message type and a content. The
content of a message is a well-formed formula of (an-
other) communication language which contains the ac-
tual proposition to be communicated.

One goal of sending a message is to update the re-
ceiver’s belief. In the context of this article, this refers
to the update of the receiver’s belief about the sender’s
attitude towards a possible cooperation. This corre-
sponds to (GOAL z p).

Message types are used to express what the sender
attempts to convey to the receiver and possibly prompt
the receiver for a response. This corresponds to the
(GOAL z (Does z 7?)).

The language admits the following set of message
types: {’Request’, ’Demand’, ’Command’, ’Propose’,
’Offer’, ’Report’, ’Reject’ and ’Accept’}, and conse-
quently primitive communication plans. "[b simplify,
with each type of goal (i.e., 61 to 69) we associate 
unique message type, and consequently a unique com-
munication plan as shown in the table below.

Request Demand Command Reject [
61 62 63 64

Propose Offer Accept Reject Report
8s 60 67 6s 69

ltowever, it is possible to associate more than one
communication plan to a goal, but in that case an agent
has to deliberate and choose and intend one of them.

There are a number of assumptions that we make
about communication: (1) If’y tr ue, th e correspond-
ing plan expression is only a send action meaning that
the agent does not expect a response. (2) After receiv-
ing a message, the receiving agent believes the ’content’
of the message. (3) After sending a message, the send-
ing agent believes that the receiving agent has received
the message and that the sending agent believes that
the receiving agent believes the ’content’ of the mes-
sage.

An example scenario for the goals formed and the ex-
ecution of the corresponding plans is demonstrated in

SThe formal syntax of messages can be found in (Had-
dadi 1995).

Figure 3. In this example, to achieve its goal 6z, agent
z initiates the communication (and possibly negotia-
tion process) by executing a request plan, i.e., sending
a request to agent y, expressing its belief on a poten-
tim for cooperation, and waiting for a response from y.
Upon receipt of this request, if y wishes to negotiate
on the requested terms, it will form the goal/~5, and
propose its desired terms. If however, y agrees with the
requested terms (or fixes some terms of its own), it will
pre-commit to z, and communicate this by sending an
offer and wait for z’s response to commit or withdraw
its request. Else, if y does not favour any type of co-
operation in the context of the request made, it will
simply reject the request.

Summary and Future Directions

With the focus on agent to agent interactions to partic-
ipate in a cooperative activity, we gave a brief overview
of our internal theory. This theory allows a pragmatic
approach to the specification of the reasoning processes
b~hind communication. For this specification we iden-
tified three important reasoning states of potential for
cooperation, pre-commitment, and commitment based
on the beliefs, goals and intentions of individual agents.
The process of reasoning was characterised as the inter-
play of chance, choice and commitment, and specified
with a set of rules analogous to the lemporal implica-
tion of concurrent programs. Finally, we demonstrated
how our theory leads to the execution of appropriate
communication plans.

Although our work extends Rao and Georgeff’s
single-agent BDI model to multi-agent systems, it is
different from their follow up works (Rao, Georgeff,
& Sonnenberg 1992) (Kinny ct al. 1994) which em-
body teams of agents and their joint attitudes. Since
the objective of their work has been somewhat differ-
ent, many important issues concerning reasoning about
communication and cooperation are simplified by en-
coding and compiling most of the relevant informa-
tion, at design time, into the structure of social plans.
Our approach however, does not rely on existence of
such sociM plans, and allows individual agents to rea-
son about with whom and how they wish to cooper-
ate, and actively choose appropriate communication
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plans as they proceed. It is perceived that since the
metv,-level plans in PRS (Georgetf & Ingrand 1988) 
the meta-level reasoning and decision making on the
object-level plans, the model of reasoning specified in
this article may be encoded in a set of recta-level plans.

This work was motivated by our earlier studies in
(Haddadi & Sundermeyer 1993) and forms the theo-
retical background and specification of the cooperation
protocols described in (Burmeister, Haddadi, & Sun-
dermeyer 1993). These ideas were incorporated into
the design of the general reasoning mechanism in our
COSY agent architecture. The concepts behind this
design directly maps into the general concepts devel-
oped in the theory briefly reviewed in this article, (see
(Hsddadi 1995) for details).

The future work will be concerned with studying
whether and to what extend the theory and the speci-
fication of individual agent’s reasoning about commu-
nication could be extended and carried over to the co-
operative activities of teams of agents.
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